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Orbitz, the online travel agency formed by the five largest airlines, was launched with considerable fanfare last June. Orbitz's founders—American, Continental, Delta, Northwest, and United—together account for about 80 percent of U.S. domestic air travel. Approximately 40 other domestic and international airlines, accounting for a majority of the remaining 20 percent of the domestic market, have signed agreements to be Airline Charter Associates of Orbitz. Orbitz's launch was the biggest site launch since 1999 according to Nielsen/NetRatings—with traffic ten times greater than Orbitz had projected. Orbitz has grown quickly since, claiming to be the third largest online travel agent site behind Travelocity and Expedia; according to Expedia, Orbitz is already the largest such site.

In the period leading up to the Orbitz launch, serious antitrust concerns were expressed by major consumer groups, Southwest Airlines (the leading low-fare air carrier), the attorneys general of over twenty states, and competing online distributors. They argued that Orbitz could achieve a dominant position in online air travel distribution, through the unique advantage of preferential access to fare listings from its members, reinforced by high fixed (and sunk) costs and indirect network effects. Some also claimed that Orbitz could inhibit fare discounting and act as a "market power ringmaster" facilitating fare coordination among its member airlines.

Orbitz, on the other hand, argued that it would provide consumers with better service at lower cost than the available alternatives, emphasizing a superior search engine, an unbiased display of fare information, and the broadest available fare coverage. It also claimed that its entry would benefit consumers by increasing the competition faced by the two largest incumbent online air travel sites—Travelocity and Expedia—and challenging the position of the Computer Reservation System (CRS) operators. Orbitz and others advocated that the government act only if evidence of competitive problems actually emerges over time.

The Department of Transportation (DOT) adopted this approach in April 2001, informing Orbitz that it would not "prevent Orbitz...from beginning operations or require it to change its business strategy at that time." However, citing competitive concerns, DOT said it would review Orbitz's post-launch activities "to ensure that its actual operation will not be anticompetitive." Congress registered concern in December 2001, inserting a provision in the DOT appropriations legislation that requires DOT to prepare a report on the competitive impact of Orbitz by April 2002. Across the Atlantic, in November 2001, the European Commission closed a year-long investigation of Opodo, an online ticket distributor owned by nine European airlines, requiring undertakings to resolve competitive concerns.

Overview of the Analysis

Orbitz is a joint venture devoted to the online distribution of air travel and related services, whose member airlines compete in providing air travel services (and account for nearly all domestic air travel). The federal agency Competitor Collaboration Guidelines provide a helpful analytic framework. They emphasize the importance of assessing the potential anticompetitive effects of the "overall collaboration and any individual agreement or set of agreements within the collaboration." Individual restraints are analyzed separately unless their benefits and harms "are so intertwined that they cannot meaningfully be isolated." If this examination suggests that there is anticompetitive harm, "the Agencies examine whether the relevant agreement is reasonably necessary to achieve procompetitive benefits that likely would offset anticompetitive harms." They consider procompetitive benefits only if the restraint at issue is "reasonably necessary" to achieve them.

Antitrust enforcement can itself interfere with efficient conduct in the marketplace, thereby harming consumers, and the government should exercise caution to avoid taking actions that might reduce consumer welfare. This is especially true in a market as dynamic, innovative, and high-tech as online distribution. Therefore the Guidelines' requirements must be applied with care. In particular, Orbitz argues that the joint venture as a whole offers potential benefits to consumers. It is important to examine whether the restraints Orbitz imposes are reasonably necessary to achieve these benefits. However, this assessment must recognize the complexity of market arrangements and the difficulty of determining the need for restraints.

The Charter Associate Agreement (Associate Agreement)—the basic agreement between Orbitz and its members—imposes various obligations on airlines and grants them discounts from Orbitz's standard fees in return. The most serious antitrust concerns are raised by two provisions of that agreement—the Most Favored Nation (MFN) provision and the promotional obligation. The MFN is set forth in Section 2.1 of the Associate Agreement. Section 2.1(a) requires that each airline provide "complete, timely and accum-
rate information on its schedules, Published Fares and Seat Availability (together 'Air Travel Information') to [Orbitz] at no charge with the same frequency and no later than Airline provides Air Travel Information to its Airline Internet Site.”

The definition of “Published Fares” is quite broad. Section 2.1(b) further requires that any airline special deals or promotions provided through an “Internet Travel Provider” (i.e., a third party Web site), including schedules, seat availability, various “Service Enhancements” and frequent flier opportunities must be offered to Orbitz on an MFN basis. These requirements appear to ensure that, as a practical matter, all publicly available fares of Charter Associate airlines (who together account for nearly all domestic air travel) will be available through Orbitz.

The Marketing Support (or promotional) obligation is set forth in Section 2.2 of the Associate Agreement. Charter Associates are required to provide “In-Kind Promotions” equal either to a dollar value or to a percentage of their travel revenues. The In-Kind Promotions include placing the Orbitz brand in ads, in-flight materials, or direct mail advertising; providing free or discounted supplements (e.g., points or upgrades) to Orbitz; and providing special promotions, such as exclusive fares (fares available only on the Orbitz site) or semi-exclusive fares (available only on Orbitz or the airline’s own site). Thus, the promotional obligation creates an incentive to provide Orbitz with fares that are not available elsewhere.

The MFN provision of the Associate Agreement raises clear competitive problems and is likely to reduce competition in fare-setting and online ticket distribution. There is a serious risk that the MFN will inhibit selective or camouflaged discounting of fares, including discounting by members who feel forced to join to avoid discriminatory fees. The issues raised by the promotional obligation are more complex, especially since promotional arrangements can be procompetitive, and, indeed, are prevalent in the online ticket distribution market. However, the promotional obligations do not resemble individually negotiated promotions. Most troubling is that this obligation may be met by providing Orbitz fare listings, which are central to competition among distributors, on an exclusive or semi-exclusive basis.

These provisions are not “intertwined” with the establishment of an online distributor. Moreover, these provisions are not reasonably necessary to creating the benefits claimed by Orbitz. Both provisions give Orbitz a competitive advantage over rivals, but neither is reasonably necessary to enabling Orbitz to enter the market. And while the MFN does help Orbitz become a one-stop-shop, this claimed efficiency reduces incentives for fare cutting. These competitive concerns can be addressed without significant risk of reduced efficiency, by requiring Orbitz to modify the Associate Agreement to eliminate these competitively questionable provisions.

Beyond these two provisions, the ability of Orbitz to contribute to fare coordination or dominance is open to question. While, Orbitz’s members account for nearly all of the domestic air travel market, Orbitz is limited to online marketing, which accounts for just over 10 percent of its members’ sales. Moreover, it is formally non-exclusive—any owner or Charter Associate is permitted to distribute tickets through other online outlets (although this is subject to limits placed by the MFN provision, as discussed below).

As a result, DOT is correct in permitting Orbitz to operate while monitoring Orbitz’s conduct for signs of possible anticompetitive effects. Indeed, by reducing Orbitz’s potential anticompetitive impacts, the actions recommended above will substantially reduce the competitive risks of DOT’s approach. Nonetheless, monitoring should be rigorous. The antitrust authorities should check for signs of increased prices or reduced discounting, and for evidence of the use of Orbitz for collusive behavior. It should also keep close tabs on Orbitz’s growth. If Orbitz quickly becomes the largest online ticket distributor, the potential for improperly obtained dominance increases.

It could be argued that such a “wait and see” approach should be adopted with regard to the MFN and promotional obligation. However, the likely competitive harm outweighs the small potential benefits. The interim harm to consumers, especially in the form of higher fares, could be quite severe, as could the impact of the exclusion of competitors. Monitoring fares pursuant to a wait-and-see approach may be of limited utility, due to the difficulty of empirically distinguishing between the effect of the MFN clause, the promotional obligation, and other market developments. And if Orbitz does achieve dominance, designing an adequate remedy could be difficult. Finally, the provisions do not appear to contribute appreciably to achieving significant efficiencies, so that eliminating them poses little risk.

A more detailed assessment follows.

Antitrust Assessment of the Orbitz Joint Venture

Applicable Standards. Joint sales and marketing ventures among competitors can raise serious concerns under Section 1 of the Sherman Act. Exclusive joint sales agencies—i.e., where the competitors give up the right to sell in competition with the venture—have been held per se illegal. Even where, as here, the venture is non-exclusive and there are plausible efficiency claims, joint marketing arrangements have been subject to careful review by the courts under the rule of reason. And any effort by owners to use an otherwise lawful joint venture for collusive purposes, such as reaching an agreement regarding prices or output, would of course be treated as per se illegal.

Cases applying the rule of reason to non-exclusive joint ventures whose members represented a large majority of market supply have generally involved very strong efficiency justifications. The best-known example is BMI, where the Supreme Court held that the formation of a music rights collective to monitor performances and collect royalties under
a blanket license was "necessary to market the product at all." It emphasized that the blanket license sold by BMI was both distinct from individual licenses and preferred by many consumers, and that BMI was therefore not a joint sales agency but rather the seller of an aggregated product.\textsuperscript{21}

The courts have also been careful to require that the particular restraints at issue are reasonably necessary to achieve the proffered business justification. For example, in \textit{NCAA}, the Supreme Court recognized that some horizontal restraints were necessary to create the product, but that the restrictions at issue were not well-tailored to serve that end.\textsuperscript{22} This scrutiny is based on sound policy considerations. Even non-exclusive joint marketing can pose risks of anticompetitive information exchange, price or output coordination, or collective action to disadvantage other competitors, especially when its participants account for a large majority of market supply.

\textbf{The Relevant Markets: Airline Ticket Distribution and Air Travel.}\textsuperscript{23} Orbitz affects two related markets: the market for the online distribution of airline tickets (in which Orbitz operates) and the market for air travel services (in which Orbitz's owners and Charter Associates operate). Airline tickets are distributed through multiple channels. Traditionally, travel agents have been the most important outlet. In addition, airlines distribute tickets directly for their own flights, thereby avoiding commissions to travel agents and booking fees (but incurring their own distribution costs). As discussed below, certain characteristics of online distribution give it special competitive significance.

To promote efficient collection and searching of flight and fare information, the airlines submit the vast majority of their flight and fare information electronically to the Airline Tariff Publishing Co. (ATP), a joint venture that serves as a clearinghouse for the data. A limited number of discounted fares, offered through the airlines' own distribution systems or through selected agents, are not included in the information transmitted to ATP. The ATP data are downloaded into the computers of four competing CRSSs, which provide data-searching services to traditional travel agents and others. While all the CRSSs were initially owned by airlines, Sabre, which accounts for about half of bookings, and Galileo are now independent, while Amadeus and Worldspan still have airline owners.

The most recent innovation in airline ticket distribution has been online ticket sales, which accounted for about ten percent of ticket sales in 2001 according to PhoCusWright.\textsuperscript{24} Kasper cites estimates that distribution accounts for as much as 20 percent of the costs of providing air travel.\textsuperscript{25} Online distribution substantially reduces these costs, especially for travel booked directly on an airline's own site. The most important online distributors are Orbitz, independent online travel agents (the largest of which are Travelocity and Expedia), the airlines' own sites, and specialized sites (such as Priceline.com).\textsuperscript{26} The airlines' sites accounted for about 58 percent of online sales in 2001; while prior to the Orbitz launch, Travelocity and Expedia together have accounted for somewhat over half of the non-airline sales. According to PhoCusWright estimates, Travelocity accounted for 32 to 39 percent of these sales and Expedia 20 to 24, and that Orbitz already accounts for over 14 percent of non-airline online sales.\textsuperscript{27} As noted above, Expedia claims that Orbitz is already the leader.

These sites enable consumers to search a wide range of fare and flight listings to identify their preferred options, without the cost of consulting a human agent. Consumers can book the flight online or (with some exceptions) can use the information to make a purchase through more traditional mechanisms. For travel-agent sales, the airline pays a booking fee to the CRS and a commission to the agent; the consumer pays only for the ticket. Recently, the airlines have been using their own Web sites to offer their lowest promotional fares, known as Web-only or e-fares. Indeed, increasingly these fares (5–10 percent below the normal sale fares) have effectively become the standard selling price online.\textsuperscript{28}

In light of the relatively small size of online ticket sales, there is reason to question the extent to which policies relating to online distribution are likely to have an overall effect on ticket distribution or air travel fares. Online distribution is, however, rising rapidly. Moreover, sales shares understate the importance of fare searching online, which travelers may use to locate their preferred flight and fare, even if they then book the flight through some other channel. These sales also lower distribution costs substantially. Finally, and perhaps most importantly, online distribution plays a key role in airline offers of reduced fares. Many price-sensitive consumers rely on it for access to very low fares, and it may be the only channel through which they can get access to these fares. As a consequence, online distribution is of considerable competitive significance for airline ticket distribution and fare setting.

\textbf{Orbitz's Potential Anticompetitive Impacts. Potential Impact on Airfares.} Airlines typically make selective or camouflaged fare discounts available through limited channels, such as their own Web sites or special promotional arrangements with other distributors. This is an important source of discounting.\textsuperscript{29} Airlines are more willing to offer discounts when they can do so selectively, because such a strategy permits the airline to target price-sensitive consumers while minimizing the diversion of customers willing to pay the normal fare (generally available through ATP). Moreover, because the discount is targeted, competitors are to match it quickly, which would reduce the benefit to the carrier making the initial price reduction.

By ensuring that all fares are immediately made broadly available to all consumers through Orbitz, with an inventory level equal to that available through the airlines' own sites, the MFN reduces the airlines' ability to use their Web sites to camouflage or target their discounts. This increases the likelihood of responsive matching or retaliatory fare cuts, and thereby undermines the incentive to offer discounts in
the first place. The MFN may enable consumers to find the lowest available fare more easily, but may also cause the airlines to offer fewer low fares. The diversion of sales from the airlines’ own Web site can also increase costs.

Orbitz argues that the MFN does not increase the ability of the airlines to coordinate pricing because the information on fares, including discounted fares, is already available from ATP data and the airlines’ sites. DOT also cited this argument in finding that there was insufficient evidence to conclude that Orbitz would contribute to fare coordination. It is true that this information is available from ATP and individual airlines’ sites, so that it is likely that the airlines can already effectively monitor each other’s fares quite closely. However, even if the information is already readily available for monitoring by the airlines, the MFN changes the fare-setting environment by requiring that all publicly available fares be sold in the Orbitz marketplace. Orbitz’s significance is not that it increases the airlines’ ability to monitor each other, but rather that it ensures that e-fares will be immediately and widely known to consumers in the marketplace, and thereby can decrease incentives to discount.

Orbitz also emphasizes the limited extent of the promotional obligation and limited number of fares that Orbitz will obtain through the MFN. It is true that the practical reach of the MFN is limited. Its principal focus has been on fares offered only on the airlines’ own sites, which account for less than one percent of all fares. However, exclusive fare listings raise particularly strong concerns, because access to the listings is central to the distribution function. The MFN ensures that Orbitz will be able to offer all publicly available fares, and the promotional obligation can provide Orbitz with some fares available nowhere else (other than an individual airline’s site). Moreover, the airline Web site listings at issue include the very low e-fares that are of greatest interest to the most price-sensitive consumers.

However, apart from the MFN, it is not apparent that Orbitz’s airline owners and Charter Associates could find ways to use Orbitz itself to coordinate fare-setting generally. The current system ensures that generally distributed fare information is quickly communicated to the market. It is possible that Orbitz might provide opportunities for the airlines to communicate regarding fares, as the Department of Justice alleged was done in the ATP case, although we have not identified likely mechanisms through which this could be accomplished. Some attention to this possibility may be warranted, especially if Orbitz becomes a dominant one-stop online shop (discussed below), and online shopping continues to gain in importance.

It is also conceivable that Orbitz could be used to disadvantage discount carriers, e.g., by raising their distribution costs or interfering with their business models. This would be a serious concern if Orbitz became a sufficiently strong player that an airline would lose substantial sales if it were not listed in Orbitz—for example, if Orbitz was successful in becoming the broadly recognized one-stop shop. Even Orbitz’s discounted fees are likely to significantly exceed an airlines’ cost of distributing on its own Web site. Moreover, to receive the discount, an airline must become a Charter Associate, and thereby become subject to the MFN and other provisions that would restrict sales from its own site.

Southwest, by far the leading discount airline (and airline Web site) apparently believes that Orbitz will operate to its detriment. Not only has it refused to join Orbitz, it has filed a lawsuit challenging Orbitz’s use of Southwest’s trademarks and flight information and alleging that information on Orbitz about Southwest contained many errors or omissions. Orbitz was forced to stop listing Southwest flights, and the parties agreed to dismiss the suit without prejudice.

Anticompetitive Potential in Online Distribution of Airline Tickets. Orbitz faces two leading incumbents in online air travel distribution, Expedia and Travelocity, as well as some very successful individual airline sites. Each of these players had a significant head start; Travelocity and Expedia, in particular, have built up substantial consumer awareness and customer bases. However, the heavy media coverage associated with Orbitz’s launch, its huge promotional campaign, and the promotional efforts discussed below quickly made consumers aware of Orbitz. Orbitz’s rapid growth suggests that customers are willing to switch from other distributors. Thus, these advantages clearly do not preclude eventual dominance by Orbitz. If Expedia’s claim that Orbitz has already become the largest online agent is correct, the possibility that Orbitz could become dominant becomes much more serious.

The concerns that Orbitz may achieve dominance other than on the merits are centered on the provisions in the Associate Agreement that give it a preferred position relative to other online distributors in obtaining fare listings. These advantages cannot be matched by other online distributors or the airlines themselves. The MFN ensures that Orbitz will have access to any fares and inventory of its owners or Charter Associates that are available on the carriers’ own Web sites or offered to other online distributors. Other online third-party distributors will, therefore, not be able to compete with Orbitz by obtaining preferential access to listings of any of the Charter Associates. Furthermore, the promotional obligations also create incentives for carriers to favor Orbitz over other third-party distributors, particularly by offering Orbitz fares on an exclusive or semi-exclusive basis. Orbitz’s owners and members may also find that these provisions make it difficult to compete effectively with Orbitz through distribution over their own Web sites.

Dominance in online ticket distribution would also be reinforced by two factors. The first is the high fixed (and sunk) costs associated with setting up and marketing a distribution Web site, which favor larger sites that can spread those costs over more consumers. The second is indirect network effects. As the number of airlines using a site increases, it will attract more consumers. Conversely, as more consumers use a site, it will attract more fare listings. These con-
ditions can reinforce—and be reinforced by—Orbitz’s advantages from preferential fare availability. The antitrust agencies should monitor Orbitz’s growth carefully, and, if it quickly surpasses its competitors, examine whether its restrictive provisions may have contributed to this result.

Orbitz argues that competing online agencies can obtain low fares by offering similarly low prices. While its competitors can compete for listings, Orbitz will have the advantage of an MFN clause to assure itself of fare listings. Orbitz will also have the advantage of the promotional obligation, which creates incentives for the airlines to give it exclusive listings. If these provisions are eliminated, Orbitz and its competitors will all have the opportunity to compete for low fares. Orbitz also argues that these provisions will provide it with exclusives on only a small proportion of fare listings. However, as noted above, these fare listings are likely to be of interest to a large number of price-sensitive customers, and make Orbitz very attractive to them.

In addition, Orbitz maintains that the MFN has not been used by Orbitz to obtain fare listings, claiming that the MFN consists solely of the member airlines’ obligations to offer fare listings on the same terms offered other online agents (Section 2.1(b)), not their obligation to provide fare listings offered on their own sites (Section 2.1(a)). However, the airlines’ MFN obligation includes both parts of Section 2.1.

**Orbitz’s Potential Efficiencies.** Orbitz asserts that it will introduce important efficiencies and procompetitive benefits into the marketplace, including a superior search engine and software, unbiased displays, lower costs and increased competition, and reduced consumer search effort. It also claims that the MFN and the promotional obligation have facilitated its entry. Orbitz’s opponents dispute these efficiency claims and their significance. The joint venture is clearly not necessary to successful online distribution. It does represent a new and potentially innovative participant in online travel distribution, implementing a possibly improved search engine and offering enhanced services. These efficiency claims are plausible, although questions remain about their significance. Most importantly, the extent to which the venture is necessary to serving these efficiencies is somewhat unclear, and the claim that the MFN and promotional obligations are reasonably necessary to achieving these efficiencies is implausible.

The specific efficiencies claimed will be considered in turn.

**Superior Search Engine and Software.** Orbitz maintains that its search engine is faster, because it is based on parallel processors rather than on the mainframe technology used by the traditional CRSS, providing a potential justification for the joint venture. There is evidence that the search engine is superior to other products, although the matter is the subject of considerable dispute. The technology may well have been implemented without an industry-wide joint venture, because the basic search engine was developed and successfully demonstrated independent of the joint venture and then licensed to it. Orbitz did implement the new technology, and claims that the established firms would not have done so, because they are invested in the CRS model. Moreover, the joint venture may have contributed to the ability of the parties to undertake the investment by enabling them to spread fixed costs over a larger volume of transactions. However, the MFN and the incentives for favoring Orbitz with fare listings and other advantages do not serve to promote these efficiencies. The same basic benefits would be obtained if the search were conducted purely over fares available through CRSS.

**Unbiased Displays.** Orbitz claims that it offers a display of available flights that is based on objective consumer-selected factors and is less subject to bias than other displays, due to the contractual guarantees it provides. The joint venture may have provided a framework for agreeing on rules governing displays, although an independent agent might have done so as well. Moreover, it is not clear that Orbitz offers consumers a significant improvement over other available displays in terms of bias. CRSS are already subject to regulations to prevent display bias, and two—Sabre and Galileo—are no longer owned by airlines, greatly reducing concerns regarding display bias. Travel agencies, online and off, are not subject to these regulations, but Travelocity uses the ordering it receives from its CRS, which meet anti-bias requirements. Finally, in any event, the MFN and promotional obligation clearly do not contribute to Orbitz’s ability to provide an unbiased display.

**Reduced Costs.** Orbitz claims that it will enable airlines to reduce their distribution costs, through improved technology and by providing an alternative to what it claims are excessive and uncompetitive CRS booking fees. Reducing distribution costs could provide a substantial consumer benefit, if passed on to consumers. Orbitz emphasizes that the Associate Agreement provides a rebate on the CRS booking fee to all airlines that adopt it. DOT has cited this rebate as a potential consumer benefit.

As discussed above, it is clear that online distribution, especially over an airline’s own site, can reduce distribution costs. If Orbitz promotes additional online distribution, it could contribute to cost reductions. But any claimed savings would depend critically on how tickets that Orbitz distributes would otherwise have been distributed. A large portion of Orbitz’s sales are likely to be to customers who would otherwise have purchased from the airlines’ own Web sites (now accounting for 58 percent of online sales); many additional sales will come from other online agents. As a result, it is likely that many sales over Orbitz could cost Charter Associates more than they otherwise would have.

The claim that Orbitz will counter the market power of CRSS is also suspect. Orbitz emphasizes Sabre’s approximately 50-percent share, CRS fee increases, and various statements by the Department of Justice and DOT over the past twenty years expressing the belief that CRS vendors do pos-
ness market power vis-à-vis airlines. However, economist Jerry Hausman argues this claim is contradicted by evidence on CRS profit margins, competition among CRSs, and new competition from airline sites. While Orbitz has been able to negotiate a significant rebate for its members from one CRS, in late 2001 it imposed a five-dollar transaction fee on consumers. This fee greatly reduces the likelihood that Orbitz offers real savings in total costs for ultimate customers.

Finally, as mentioned above, even if the new technology benefits consumers, it is questionable whether the joint venture is necessary to introduce it. Moreover, the MFN and the promotional obligation are clearly not reasonably necessary to achieve these cost reductions, even though Orbitz requires that the airlines agree to these provisions to receive the discount. Orbitz argues that the superior technology and avoidance of excessive CRS fees make the savings possible, not the MFN and promotional obligation. While each provision might enable Orbitz to market more effectively, it does so at a cost to the airlines. Thus it is unclear whether there are any net savings. Furthermore, as discussed above, even if these provisions do contribute to the success of the venture, this does not make them reasonably necessary to achieve these cost reductions. And, as explained below, they are not necessary for Orbitz’s successful entry.

**One-Stop Shop.** Consumer search costs could be reduced, and efficiency increased, to the extent that Orbitz is able to assemble all or nearly all fares in one data base. The MFN and the promotional obligation, taken together, ensure that Orbitz’s coverage will be superior to that of any other online distributor, if all airlines participate in Orbitz. We note, however, that the airlines have already collaborated through ATP to create a comprehensive data base of flight and fare information that is disseminated through the CRS system to online agents. The primary significance of the MFN and promotional obligation is that they force airlines to provide Orbitz with access (perhaps on an exclusive or semi-exclusive basis) to those few fares the airlines choose not to distribute generally through ATP and would otherwise choose not to give to Orbitz.

MFN clauses can provide information and reduce bargaining and search costs. However, in this context, the potential benefits to consumers are quite limited. Southwest Airlines sued to prevent Orbitz from listing its flights, so Orbitz will be missing a significant amount of information about low-price flights even with the MFN. And in the online distribution context, it is relatively easy for consumers to make multiple searches for information; using several distributors will not require the consumer, for example to pay multiple fees. Finally, the only fares that Orbitz would miss without the MFN are those that the airlines would choose to market elsewhere. Airlines have every incentive to make their flight information conveniently available to consumers; the MFN prevents airlines from making independent judgments as to whether the benefits of listing fares with Orbitz are outweighed by other considerations.

**Facilitating Entry.** Orbitz’s claims that the MFN and promotional obligations, by promoting its “one-stop-shop strategy,” serve the procompetitive purpose of facilitating entry—providing Orbitz with a “marketing advantage” against “existing, entrenched competitors.” DOT gave some credence to this explanation, citing exclusive deals that independent agencies have with major Internet portals. New entry is presumptively procompetitive, but the claim that these provisions are reasonably necessary to facilitate entry and overcome barriers is not supportable. Even though Orbitz is a new firm, it was formed by the major players in the industry, endowing it with considerable financial and operational strength. Moreover, Orbitz repeatedly touts the superiority of its search technology, software, and other features. The MFN clause should not be required to attract customers if Orbitz has even a portion of its claimed benefits.

The specific claims that it was disadvantaged due to lack of reputation and access to online advertising are contradicted by market facts. Orbitz had an enormous pre-launch media buildup. It opened with a record number of site visits—ten times the number expected. It has grown rapidly and is already in third place among online agencies. Late last year, Orbitz entered into a deal with Comet providing the first use of software that automatically searches and displays Orbitz fares whenever a computer user searches for fares on Travelocity or Expedia. “Orbitz’s ubiquitous pop-up windows” are becoming “familiar;” and Orbitz “accounted for 44 percent of all online travel advertising the week after Thanksgiving.”

Finally, an MFN clause covering virtually the entire industry is truly unwarranted and ill-suited to address supposed entry barriers. The MFN, in particular, gives Orbitz a unique marketing advantage not available to other distributors, rather than facilitating brand identification. Moreover, the MFN obligation has no time limit; it is not designed to terminate once Orbitz has overcome the supposed entry barriers. Orbitz’s immediate success has made it clear that no such “marketing advantage” is needed to facilitate its entry, and, indeed, that it never was.

**Concluding Thoughts: Opodo and Over-Regulation.** In contrast to the very cautious approach of the U.S. authorities, the EC’s recent action regarding Opodo may reflect an excessively regulatory approach to competition enforcement. Rather than eliminate certain contractual provisions, it required the parties to provide various undertakings. Some appear similar to our recommendations. But others use broad and vague language, making their content unclear and their coverage potentially excessive. Exclusives must be “individually negotiated” and “commercially justifiable,” while any MFN must be “commercially justifiable.” Opodo also made a broad commitment that it “will not discriminate against non-shareholders but will offer fair and open access,” and to abide by relevant industry codes regarding “non-discrimination, transparency and neutral display of
information." Such a broad set of directions and prohibitions will inevitably require ongoing administration for interpretation and enforcement. Moreover, they cover a wide range of Opoado's competitive conduct. As a result, they may well interfere with Opoado's ability to deliver benefits to consumers.

In contrast, this article recommends a more "surgical" approach to the competitive questions raised by Orbitz. The government need merely require that Orbitz modify two aspects of the Associate Agreement—eliminating the MFN and limiting the reach of the promotional obligation—while continuing to monitor future developments. This will greatly reduce antitrust concerns, without risking undue interference with the Orbitz's ability to benefit consumers. 
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